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Online Games Addiction Example

Nowadays,many people addict on the online games because if we broken hearted there’s a game that making us
happy. Online games are just a game making happy all people but don’t play always online games because this
addicting. If you play always we forget our studies cause you focus the game hardly. The online games is distract
our learnings about our study of school.

I've been an addict and played over 2000 hours of CS and CSGO apart from several hundreds of hours more
mobile gaming like COC and Vainglory at the cost of my education. But now, I have disciplined myself the way I
described above and I'm happier and more productive than ever. I'm still addicted to playing online games and
mobile games as the game progresses, all the day will be happy. Video game addiction is simply being addicted to
video games. Unfortunately this addiction is growing at a fast pace. While it may not affect the body directly like
alcohol or cigarettes would, it can still devastate lives when people take things way too far when it comes to video
games. That same year I also started college. I would have had time to work on my studies, but I spent a lot of my
time playing video games. My addiction was so bad that I would skip classes to go to work, just so I would have
more money to buy video games. Eventually, I dropped out of college and worked full time. My addiction, along



with other factors, made me lose almost everything. I lost friends and family, and had no direction in my life.
Video game addiction has always been the main topic of controversies recently due to its impact on the young
generation. In spite of the fact that it helps us to enjoy ourselves during recess and economically contributes to
several countries’ income, its negative affects towards children and teenagers and so on, need our consideration.
Video game addiction is just like any other addiction in the world! Though it might not be as deadly or destructive
to the body as smoking or drinking alcohol, it can be just as dangerous. Since when they get addicted, they spend
their time recklessly on video games without giving any regards to their obligations to their family and consume
their times by playing video games which increases their chance to get obese as instead of doing outdoor
activities they spend time sitting in front of the monitor. In spite of the fact that it helps us to enjoy ourselves
during recess and economically contributes to several countries’ income, its negative affects towards children and
teenagers and so on, need our consideration.

In conclusion, I feel that Online Gaming is not a beneficial hobby to start when your are bored. There are many
disadvantages that could befall you and others around, for instance your family. Online Gaming can even ruin
your future and education. There are many more hobbies which could benefit you in terms of physical and
mental health. Remember, do not start Online Gaming if you know you cannot manage getting addicted to. For
those who have already started Online Gaming, do manage your time and always know the signs of Online
Gaming addiction.   


